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 Tooth Fairy House Pillow

Cut a piece of fusible interfacing slightly larger than the house front. 

Place the Door Front and Door Back fabric RIGHT sides together and 
pin in place. Stitch a 1/2” seam along the curved edge as shown by 
the dashed line on the pattern piece, leaving the bottom open. 

Using a piece of interfacing that is just smaller than your stitching & 
1/2” shorter (you can use the light grey portion as a pattern),  iron 
interfacing to both sides of the door. 

Trim the seam allowance to 1/4” and clip the curve as shown. 

Turn the door right-side-out and Press flat. 

Turn the open edge inside 1/2” and stitch closed 1/8” from the edge. 

Prepare the pieces to be assembled: 

Fold the Pocket fabric RIGHT sides together and pin in place.  
Stitch a 1/2” seam up each side, leaving the top open. 

Trim the seam allowance to 1/4” and clip corners as shown. 

Turn the Pocket right-side-out and Press flat. 

Turn the open edge inside 1/2” and stitch closed 1/8” from the edge. 

Follow the instructions included with the interfacing & adhere it to the 
house front fabric, then cut the piece out. Cut out remaining pieces as 
indicated on the pattern piece. 

Cut out all the pattern pieces, ensuring that they have printed at 100% 
by checking the measurement of the line at the bottom of the page in 
the box titled Print Test. It should measure 1 inch. 
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Fold the Tab fabric in half, RIGHT sides together and pin in place.  
Stitch a 1/2” seam up each side & across the top. 

Trim the seam allowance to 1/4” and clip corners. 

Turn the Tab right-side-out and Press flat. 

Following your sewing machine’s instructions, make a button hole, 
centerd on the Tab ~3/16” from the closed edge.

Assemble the House:

Center Ric-Rac or any other embellishment on the dashed line 
indicated on the pattern. Pin in place and stitch. 

With RIGHT side down, align edge of Roof to the dotted line indicated 
on the pattern piece and pin in place. Stitch a 1/2” seam along the 
pinned edge.  

Fold Roof up and press seam. 

Flip the House Front over and cut the Roof fabric to match the shape of 
the House Front. 

Pin the Roof to the House Front & Baste 1/4” from edge.

Using the dashed lines on the pattern piece as a guide, pin the 
Window in place and closely stitch around the raw edge a couple of 
times with a contrasting thread, adding window panes if you wish. 

As with the Window, pin the Pocket in place. Stitch in the same way 
along the sides and bottom, leaving the top open. 

Before attaching to the House front, stitch around the door the same  
as you did the Window & Pocket. 

Using the dashed lines on the pattern piece as a guide, pin in place 
and sew along the Right edge, creating the door hinge. 

Allowing enough room for the button, fold the Tab around the door  
as shown. Use the dashed line & circles as a placement guide. 
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Open the door & pin Tab in place. Stitch where indicated by dashed 
line. Trim excess as needed. 

With RIGHT side down, place House Back on top of House Front.  
Pin into Place. 

Stitch a 1/2” seam along the edge, leaving open between circles  
as indicated on the pattern piece. Clip top corners. 

Reach inside the house to pull open the cut-out corner on one side. 
Flatten so that the seams match up, with the seam allowances folded  
in opposite directions. Pin in place. Stich across with a 1/2” seam. 

Repeat on the other side, making sure that the seam allowance on the 
bottom of the house is folded in the same direction on both sides. 

Turn the house right-side-out & stuff. 

Close the turning hole with a ladder stitch. 

Put a tooth in the pocket and you are ready for the Tooth Fairy!!



Do not decorate below this line

Cut 1 of Front Fabric
Cut 1 of Back Fabric
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Cut 1 of Outside 
Door Fabric

Cut 1 of Inside 
Door Fabric

Cut 1 of 
Pocket Fabric

Cut 1 of 
Window Fabric

Cut 1 of 
Tab Fabric

Cut 1 of Roof 
Fabric on Fold
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